Pennsylvania Association Creates Online Tool to Help REALTORS® Understand
Diversity in Their Communities
The Pennsylvania Association of REALTORS® (PAR) has had a very active Diversity
Committee for decades. Now, thanks to a $5,000 Diversity Grant from the National
Association of REALTORS®, the members of PAR are benefiting from an innovative
website feature that helps them to maximize their ethnic and cultural sensitivities,
neighborhood by neighborhood.
“The Diversity Explorer came about according to the Diversity Initiative Plan adopted by
the Committee several years ago,” explains Kim Shindle, Media Relations Manager of
the 29,000-member association. “Anticipating the release of the 2010 U.S. Census data
that would be coming available, we asked ourselves ‘How do we make use of all this?’”
The website feature that answered that question was developed by Strategic Guidance
Systems (SGS,) a political datamining firm that PAR had worked with often in the past.
The new Diversity Explorer on the PAR website compiles the most recent U.S. Census
data in an easy-access, simple-to-use format. Through interactive charts of targeted
markets throughout Pennsylvania, members get a quick overview of their areas’
changing demographics. The Diversity Explorer features 39 markets targeted by the
Census, and 15 categories within each of those markets. A corresponding article and a
short webcast explain how to use the feature.
“The Census data is so hard to make sense of, if you don’t know what you’re doing,”
says Shindle. “But this great tool helps our members to access it, to better understand
their communities. Once REALTORS® have captured the information that applies to
their neighborhoods, they can apply it to their businesses.” For example, beyond
revealing a general Asian demographic, the Diversity Explorer will actually pinpoint the
population of residents from a particular Asian country in a given community. In fact,
when SGS was creating the feature, they were struck by the number of Bhutanese living
in Erie; a little research showed that a large refugee population had, indeed, settled
there from Bhutan. REALTORS® can then take such statistics to educate themselves
about a given immigrant culture, and reach out to these populations, helping them to
better understand issues of homeownership here.
“Sometimes people think of ‘diversity’ as just a matter of color,” notes Shindle, “when in
fact, the Census data breaks it down by ancestry, as well. It may be that secondgeneration immigrants from a certain country speak our language and are more
culturally indoctrinated – but they may still carry the cultural background of the old
country, where homeownership is concerned. These are important nuances for
REALTORS® to understand.”
The Diversity Explorer feature was launched at PAR’s Spring Business Meetings, where
the many local association executives in attendance were excited to return home and
share the power of the information with their members. PAR tracks the usage of the
feature, and knows that those who visit the page do stay on for several minutes -- a long
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time, for the web! “It’s still too soon to have any anecdotal evidence,” says Shindle, “but
we’re really looking forward to hearing the feedback and stories at the Fall Meetings.”
“NAR’s Diversity Division is a great resource,” she adds, noting that she will call them for
help with programs – or just as a sounding board. “There’s so much help available
there, I really can’t say enough good about them!”

To learn more about the Diversity Explorer feature, contact: Kim Shindle, Media
Relations Manager, Pennsylvania Association of Realtors®, kshindle@parealtor.org ,
800.555.3390 x3005
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